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getting started

1

A Quick Dip
Kotlin is making waves.
From its first release, Kotlin has impressed programmers with its friendly syntax,
conciseness, flexibility and power. In this book, we’ll teach you how to build your
own Kotlin applications, and we’ll start by getting you to build a basic application and
run it. Along the way, you’ll be introduced to some of Kotlin’s basic syntax, such as
statements, loops and conditional branching. Your journey has just begun...

Being able to choose
which platform to compile
your code against means
that Kotlin code can run
on servers, in the cloud,
in browsers, on mobile
devices, and more.

Welcome to Kotlinville				2
You can use Kotlin nearly everywhere			

3

What we’ll do in this chapter				

4

Install IntelliJ IDEA (Community Edition)		

7

Let’s build a basic application				

8

You’ve just created your first Kotlin project		

11

Add a new Kotlin file to the project			

12

Anatomy of the main function			

13

Add the main function to App.kt			

14

Test drive						15
What can you say in the main function?			

16

Loop and loop and loop...				

17

A loopy example					18
Conditional branching				19
Using if to return a value				

20

Update the main function				

21

Using the Kotlin interactive shell			

23

You can add multi-line code snippets to the REPL

24

Mixed Messages					27
Your Kotlin Toolbox				30

J
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2

basic types and variables
Being a Variable
There’s one thing all code depends on—variables.
So in this chapter, we’re going to look under the hood, and show you how Kotlin
variables really work. You’ll discover Kotlin’s basic types, such as Ints, Floats and
Booleans, and learn how the Kotlin compiler can cleverly infer a variable’s type from
the value it’s given. You’ll find out how to use String templates to construct complex
Strings with very little code, and you’ll learn how to create arrays to hold multiple
values. Finally, you’ll discover why objects are so important to life in Kotlinville.
Your code needs variables				

32

What happens when you declare a variable		

33

The variable holds a reference to the object		

34

Kotlin’s basic types					35

Int

Long

EF

Byte Short

R

5

How to explicitly declare a variable’s type		

37

Use the right value for the variable’s type		

38

Assigning a value to another variable			

39

We need to convert the value				

40

What happens when you convert a value		

41

Watch out for overspill				

42

Store multiple values in an array			

45

Create the Phrase-O-Matic application			

46

Add the code to PhraseOMatic.kt			

47

The compiler infers the array’s type from its values

49

var means the variable can point to a different array

50

val means the variable points to the same array forever...

51

Mixed References					54
x

Your Kotlin Toolbox				58
Int

var Int

vii
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functions
Getting Out of Main
It’s time to take it up a notch, and learn about functions. 
So far, all the code you’ve written has been inside your application’s main function. But
if you want to write code that’s better organized and easier to maintain, you need to
know how to split your code into separate functions. In this chapter, you’ll learn how
to write functions and interact with your application by building a game. You’ll discover
how to write compact single expression functions. Along the way you’ll find out how
to iterate through ranges and collections using the powerful for loop.
Let’s build a game: Rock, Paper, Scissors

60

A high-level design of the game		

61

Get the game to choose an option		

63

How you create functions			

64

You can send more than one thing to a function 65
You can get things back from a function		

66

Functions with single-expression bodies		

67

Add the getGameChoice function to Game.kt

68

The getUserChoice function			

75

How for loops work				

76

Ask the user for their choice			

78

Mixed Messages				79
We need to validate the user’s input		

81

Add the getUserChoice function to Game.kt

83

Add the printResult function to Game.kt

87

Your Kotlin Toolbox			

89

"Paper"

"Rock"
String

EF

"Scissors"

R

EF
R

R

options

EF

R

EF

String

String

val Array<String>

0

1

2
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classes and objects
A Bit of Class
It’s time we looked beyond Kotlin’s basic types.
Sooner or later, you’re going to want to use something more than Kotlin’s basic
types. And that’s where classes come in. Classes are templates that allow you
to create your own types of objects, and define their properties and functions.
Here, you’ll learn how to design and define classes, and how to use them
to create new types of objects. You’ll meet constructors, initializer blocks,
getters and setters, and you’ll discover how they can be used to protect your
properties. Finally, you’ll learn how data hiding is built into all Kotlin code,
saving you time, effort and a multitude of keystrokes.

One class
Dog
name
weight
breed
bark()

92

How to design your own classes		

93

Let’s define a Dog class			

94

How to create a Dog object			

95

How to access properties and functions		

96

Create a Songs application			

97

The miracle of object creation		

98

How objects are created			

99

Behind the scenes: calling the Dog constructor

100

Going deeper into properties			

105

Flexible property initialization		

106

How to use initializer blocks			

107

You MUST initialize your properties		

108

How do you validate property values?		

111

How to write a custom getter			

112

How to write a custom setter			

113

The full code for the Dogs project		

115

Your Kotlin Toolbox			

120

name: “Fido”
weight: 70
breed: “Mixed”

R

EF

Many objects

Object types are defined using classes		

myDog
Dog
var Dog
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subclasses and superclasses
Using Your Inheritance
Ever found yourself thinking that an object’s type would be
perfect if you could just change a few things? 
Well, that’s one of the advantages of inheritance. Here, you’ll learn how to create
subclasses, and inherit the properties and functions of a superclass. You’ll discover
how to override functions and properties to make your classes behave the way
you want, and you’ll find out when this is (and isn’t) appropriate. Finally, you’ll see how
inheritance helps you avoid duplicate code, and how to improve your flexibility with
polymorphism.

Animal
image
food
habitat
hunger
makeNoise()
eat()
roam()
sleep()

Hippo
image
food
habitat

Canine

roam()

makeNoise()
eat()
Wolf

Inheritance helps you avoid duplicate code			

122

What we’re going to do					

123

Design an animal class inheritance structure			

124

Use inheritance to avoid duplicate code in subclasses		

125

What should the subclasses override?				

126

We can group some of the animals				

127

Add Canine and Feline classes				

128

Use IS-A to test your class hierarchy				

129

The IS-A test works anywhere in the inheritance tree		

130

We’ll create some Kotlin animals				

133

Declare the superclass and its properties and functions as open

134

How a subclass inherits from a superclass			

135

How (and when) to override properties				

136

Overriding properties lets you do more than assign default values

137

How to override functions					138
An overridden function or property stays open...			

139

Add the Hippo class to the Animals project			

140

Add the Canine and Wolf classes				

143

image
food
habitat

Which function is called?					144

makeNoise()
eat()

You can use a supertype for a function’s parameters and return type 147

When you call a function on the variable, it’s the object’s version
that responds						146
The updated Animals code					148
Your Kotlin Toolbox					153

x
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abstract classes and interfaces
Serious Polymorphism
A superclass inheritance hierarchy is just the beginning.
If you want to fully exploit polymorphism, you need to design using abstract classes
and interfaces. In this chapter, you’ll discover how to use abstract classes to control
which classes in your hierarchy can and can’t be instantiated. You’ll see how they can
force concrete subclasses to provide their own implementations. You’ll find out how
to use interfaces to share behavior between independent classes. And along the
way, you’ll learn the ins and outs of is, as, and when.

(interface)
Roamable

The Animal class hierarchy revisited				

156

Some classes shouldn’t be instantiated				

157

Abstract or concrete?					158

roam()

Vehicle

roam()

An abstract class can have abstract properties and functions		

159

The Animal class has two abstract functions			

160

How to implement an abstract class				

162

You MUST implement all abstract properties and functions		

163

Let’s update the Animals project				

164

Independent classes can have common behavior			

169

An interface lets you define common behavior OUTSIDE
a superclass hierarchy					170

Treat me like the
Wolf you know I am.

Let’s define the Roamable interface				

171

How to define interface properties				

172

Declare that a class implements an interface...			

173

How to implement multiple interfaces				

174

How do you know whether to make a class, a subclass,
an abstract class, or an interface?				

175

Update the Animals project					176

EF

Interfaces let you use polymorphism				

R
item
val Roamable

181

Where to use the is operator					182

Wolf

Use when to compare a variable against a bunch of options		

183

The is operator usually performs a smart cast			

184

Use as to perform an explicit cast				

185

Update the Animals project					186
Your Kotlin Toolbox					189

xi
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data classes
Dealing with Data
Nobody wants to spend their life reinventing the wheel.
Most applications include classes whose main purpose is to store data, so to make
your coding life easier, the Kotlin developers came up with the concept of a data class.
Here, you’ll learn how data classes enable you to write code that’s cleaner and more
concise than you ever dreamed was possible. You’ll explore the data class utility
functions, and discover how to destructure a data object into its component parts.
Along the way, you’ll find out how default parameter values can make your code
more flexible, and we’ll introduce you to Any, the mother of all superclasses.
== calls a function named equals				

Any
equals()
hashCode()
toString()
...

YourClassHere

192

equals is inherited from a superclass named Any			

193

The common behavior defined by Any				

194

We might want equals to check whether two objects are equivalent

195

A data class lets you create data objects				

196

Data classes override their inherited behavior			

197

Copy data objects using the copy function			

198

Data classes define componentN functions...			

199

Create the Recipes project					201
Mixed Messages						203

Data objects
are considered
equal if their
properties hold
the same values.

Generated functions only use properties defined in the constructor

205

Initializing many properties can lead to cumbersome code		

206

How to use a constructor’s default values			

207

Functions can use default values too				

210

Overloading a function					211
Let’s update the Recipes project				

212

The code continued...					213
Your Kotlin Toolbox					217

xii
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nulls and exceptions
Safe and Sound
Everybody wants to write code that’s safe.
And the great news is that Kotlin was designed with code-safety at its heart. We’ll
start by showing you how Kotlin’s use of nullable types means that you’ll hardly ever
experience a NullPointerException during your entire stay in Kotlinville. You’ll discover
how to make safe calls, and how Kotlin’s Elvis operator stops you being all shook up.
And when we’re done with nulls, you’ll find out how to throw and catch exceptions like
a pro.

Thank you
very much.

?:
This is the Elvis operator.

I'm gonna TRY this
risky thing, and CATCH
myself if I fail.

How do you remove object references from variables?		

220

Remove an object reference using null				

221

You can use a nullable type everywhere you can use
a non-nullable type						222
How to create an array of nullable types			

223

How to access a nullable type’s functions and properties		

224

Keep things safe with safe calls				

225

You can chain safe calls together				

226

The story continues...					227
You can use safe calls to assign values...				

228

Use let to run code if values are not null			

231

Using let with array items					

232

Instead of using an if expression...				

233

The !! operator deliberately throws a NullPointerException		

234

Create the Null Values project				

235

The code continued...					236
An exception is thrown in exceptional circumstances		

239

Catch exceptions using a try/catch				

240

Use finally for the things you want to do no matter what		

241

An exception is an object of type Exception			

242

You can explicitly throw exceptions				

244

try and throw are both expressions				

245

Your Kotlin Toolbox					250

xiii
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collections
Get Organized
Ever wanted something more flexible than an array?
Kotlin comes with a bunch of useful collections that give you more flexibility and
greater control over how you store and manage groups of objects. Want to keep
a resizeable list that you can keep adding to? Want to sort, shuffle or reverse its
contents? Want to find something by name? Or do you want something that will
automatically weed out duplicates without you lifting a finger? If you want any of these
things, or more, keep reading. It’s all here...

EF
R

0

“Tea”
String

R

2

R

EF

253

When in doubt, go to the Library			

254

Fantastic Lists...					256

“Coffee”
String

252

List, Set and Map					255

EF

1

Arrays can be useful...				
...but there are things an array can’t handle		

Create a MutableList...				257

A List allows
duplicate values.

List

“ValueA”

“ValueB”

You can remove a value...				

258

You can change the order and make bulk changes...

259

Create the Collections project				

260

Lists allow duplicate values				

263

How to create a Set					

264

How a Set checks for duplicates			

265

Hash codes and equality				

266

Rules for overriding hashCode and equals		

267

How to use a MutableSet				

268

Update the Collections project			

270

EF
R

EF
R

R

EF

Time for a Map					276
How to use a Map					

277

Create a MutableMap				278

“KeyA”

“KeyB”

“KeyC”

Map

A Map allows
duplicate values, but
not duplicate keys.

You can remove entries from a MutableMap		

279

You can copy Maps and MutableMaps			

280

The full code for the Collections project			

281

Mixed Messages					285
Your Kotlin Toolbox				287

xiv
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generics
Know Your Ins from Your Outs
Everybody likes code that’s consistent.
And one way of writing consistent code that’s less prone to problems is to use
generics. In this chapter, we’ll look at how Kotlin’s collection classes use generics
to stop you from putting a Cabbage into a List<Seagull>. You’ll discover when and how
to write your own generic classes, interfaces and functions, and how to restrict
a generic type to a specific supertype. Finally, you’ll find out how to use covariance
and contravariance, putting YOU in control of your generic type’s behavior.
Collections use generics					290

WITH generics, objects
go IN as a reference to
only Duck objects...

Duck

Duck

Duck

Duck

How a MutableList is defined					

291

Using type parameters with MutableList			

292

Things you can do with a generic class or interface		

293

Here’s what we’re going to do					

294

Create the Pet class hierarchy					

295

Define the Contest class					296
Add the scores property					297

MutableList<Duck>

Create the getWinners function				

298

Create some Contest objects					299
Create the Generics project					301
The Retailer hierarchy					305
Duck

Duck

Duck

...and come OUT as a
reference of type Duck.

Duck

Define the Retailer interface					306
We can create CatRetailer, DogRetailer and FishRetailer objects...

307

Use out to make a generic type covariant			

308

Update the Generics project					309
We need a Vet class						313
Create Vet objects						314

Vet<T: Pet>

Use in to make a generic type contravariant			

315

A generic type can be locally contravariant			

316

Update the Generics project					317
treat(t: T)

Your Kotlin Toolbox					324

xv
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lambdas and higher-order functions
Treating Code Like Data
Want to write code that’s even more powerful and flexible?
If so, then you need lambdas. A lambda—or lambda expression—is a block of code
that you can pass around just like an object. Here, you’ll discover how to define
a lambda, assign it to a variable, and then execute its code. You’ll learn about
function types, and how these can help you write higher-order functions that use
lambdas for their parameter or return values. And along the way, you’ll find out how a
little syntactic sugar can make your coding life sweeter.
Introducing lambdas					326

λ

Kgs to Pounds

Pounds to US Tons

We'll create a
function that combine()
combines two
lambdas into a
single lambda.

λ

Kgs to US Tons

You can assign a lambda to a variable				

328

Lambda expressions have a type				

331

The compiler can infer lambda parameter types			

332

Use the right lambda for the variable’s type			

333

Create the Lambdas project					334
You can pass a lambda to a function				

339

Invoke the lambda in the function body				

340

What happens when you call the function			

341

You can move the lambda OUTSIDE the ()’s...			

343

Update the Lambdas project					344
A function can return a lambda				

347

Write a function that receives AND returns lambdas		

348

How to use the combine function				

349

Use typealias to provide a different name for an existing type

353

Update the Lambdas project					354
Your Kotlin Toolbox					361

λ

add
Five

(Int) -> Int

R

I take two Int
parameters named x and
y. I add them together,
and return the result.

327

EF

λ

What lambda code looks like					

λ
Lambda

{ x: Int, y: Int -> x + y }

{ it + 5 }

val
(Int) -> Int

xvi
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built-in higher-order functions
Power Up Your Code
Kotlin has an entire host of built-in higher-order functions.
And in this chapter, we’ll introduce you to some of the most useful ones. You’ll meet
the flexible filter family, and discover how they can help you trim your collection down
to size. You’ll learn how to transform a collection using map, loop through its
items with forEach, and how to group the items in your collection using groupBy.
You’ll even use fold to perform complex calculations using just one line of code. By
the end of the chapter, you’ll be able to write code more powerful than you ever
thought possible.
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order. To find the highest
or lowest value, we need to
specify some criteria, such
as unitPrice or quantity.
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coroutines
Running Code in Parallel
Some tasks are best performed in the background. 
If you want to read data from a slow external server, you probably don’t want the
rest of your code to hang around, waiting for the job to complete. In situations such
as these, coroutines are your new BFF. Coroutines let you write code that’s run
asynchronously. This means less time hanging around, a better user experience,
and it can also make your application more scalable. Keep reading, and you’ll learn the
secret of how to talk to Bob, while simultaneously listening to Suzy.

Bam! Bam! Bam! Bam! Bam! Bam!
Tish!
Tish!
This time, the toms and
cymbals play in parallel.

ii

testing
Hold Your Code to Account
Everybody knows that good code needs to work. 
But each code change that you make runs the risk of introducing fresh bugs that stop
your code from working as it should. That’s why thorough testing is so important: it
means you get to know about any problems in your code before it’s deployed to the live
environment. In this appendix, we’ll discuss JUnit and KotlinTest, two libraries which
you can use to unit test your code so that you always have a safety net.
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The Top Ten Things (We Didn’t Cover)
Even after all that, there’s still a little more. 
There are just a few more things we think you need to know. We wouldn’t feel right
about ignoring them, and we really wanted to give you a book you’d be able to lift
without training at the local gym. Before you put down the book, read through these
tidbits.

x: String
y: String
Outer
Inner

The Inner and Outer objects share a
special bond. The Inner can use the
Outer’s variables, and vice versa.
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how to use this book

Intro
I can’t believe they
put that in a Kotlin
book.

ning question:
In this section, we answer thein bur
book on Kotlin?”
“So why DID they put that a
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Who is this book for?
If you can answer “yes” to all of these:
1

Have you done some programming?

2

Do you want to learn Kotlin?

3

Do you prefer actually doing things and applying the stuff
you learn over listening to someone in a lecture rattle on
for hours on end?

This is NOT a reference book.
Head First Kotlin is a book
designed for learning, not an
encyclopedia of Kotlin facts.

this book is for you.

Who should probably back away f rom this book?
If you can answer “yes” to any of these:
1

Is your programming background limited to HTML only,
with no scripting language experience?
(If you’ve done anything with looping, or if/then logic,
you’ll do fine with this book, but HTML tagging alone
might not be enough.)

2

Are you a kick-butt Kotlin programmer looking for a
reference book?

3

Would you rather have your toenails pulled out by 15
screaming monkeys than learn something new? Do you
believe a Kotlin book should cover everything, especially
all the obscure stuff you’ll never use, and if it bores the
reader to tears in the process, then so much the better?

this book is not for you.

[Note from Marketing: this
book is for anyone with a credit
card or a PayPal account]
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We know what you’re thinking
“How can this be a serious Kotlin book?”
“What’s with all the graphics?”
“Can I actually learn it this way?”
“Do I smell pizza?”

We know what your brain is thinking

Your bra
THIS is imin thinks
portant.

Your brain craves novelty. It’s always searching, scanning, waiting for
something unusual. It was built that way, and it helps you stay alive.
So what does your brain do with all the routine, ordinary, normal things
you encounter? Everything it can to stop them from interfering with the
brain’s real job—recording things that matter. It doesn’t bother saving
the boring things; they never make it past the “this is obviously not
important” filter.
How does your brain know what’s important? Suppose you’re out for a day
hike and a tiger jumps in front of you—what happens inside your head and
body?
Great. Only 450
more dull, dry,
boring pages.

Neurons fire. Emotions crank up. Chemicals surge.
And that’s how your brain knows…
This must be important! Don’t forget it!
But imagine you’re at home or in a library. It’s a safe, warm, tiger‑free zone.
You’re studying. Getting ready for an exam. Or trying to learn some tough
3
technical
topic your boss thinks will take a week, ten days at the most.

in thinks
Your bran’t worth
THIS is
saving.

Just one problem. Your brain’s trying to do you a big favor. It’s trying to
make sure that this obviously unimportant content doesn’t clutter up scarce
resources. Resources that are better spent storing the really big things.
Like tigers. Like the danger of fire. Like how you should never have
posted those party photos on your Facebook page. And there’s no
simple way to tell your brain, “Hey brain, thank you very much, but
no matter how dull this book is, and how little I’m registering on the
emotional Richter scale right now, I really do want you to keep this
stuff around.”
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Me tacognition: thinking about thinking
If you really want to learn, and you want to learn more quickly and more
deeply, pay attention to how you pay attention. Think about how you think.
Learn how you learn.
Most of us did not take courses on metacognition or learning theory when we
were growing up. We were expected to learn, but rarely taught to learn.

I wonder how
I can trick my brain
into remembering
this stuff…

But we assume that if you’re holding this book, you really want to learn how
to code in Kotlin. And you probably don’t want to spend a lot of time. If you
want to use what you read in this book, you need to remember what you read.
And for that, you’ve got to understand it. To get the most from this book, or any
book or learning experience, take responsibility for your brain. Your brain on
this content.
The trick is to get your brain to see the new material you’re learning as
Really Important. Crucial to your well‑being. As important as a tiger.
Otherwise, you’re in for a constant battle, with your brain doing its best to
keep the new content from sticking.
So just how DO you get your brain to treat Kotlin like
it was a hungry tiger?
There’s the slow, tedious way, or the faster, more effective way. The
slow way is about sheer repetition. You obviously know that you are able to learn
and remember even the dullest of topics if you keep pounding the same thing into your
brain. With enough repetition, your brain says, “This doesn’t feel important to him, but
he keeps looking at the same thing over and over and over, so I suppose it must be.”
The faster way is to do anything that increases brain activity, especially different
types of brain activity. The things on the previous page are a big part of the solution,
and they’re all things that have been proven to help your brain work in your favor. For
example, studies show that putting words within the pictures they describe (as opposed to
somewhere else in the page, like a caption or in the body text) causes your brain to try to
makes sense of how the words and picture relate, and this causes more neurons to fire.
More neurons firing = more chances for your brain to get that this is something worth
paying attention to, and possibly recording.
A conversational style helps because people tend to pay more attention when they
perceive that they’re in a conversation, since they’re expected to follow along and hold up
their end. The amazing thing is, your brain doesn’t necessarily care that the “conversation”
is between you and a book! On the other hand, if the writing style is formal and dry, your
brain perceives it the same way you experience being lectured to while sitting in a roomful
of passive attendees. No need to stay awake.
But pictures and conversational style are just the beginning…
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Here’s what WE did:
We used pictures, because your brain is tuned for visuals, not text. As far as your brain’s
concerned, a picture really is worth a thousand words. And when text and pictures work
together, we embedded the text in the pictures because your brain works more effectively
when the text is within the thing it refers to, as opposed to in a caption or buried in the body
text somewhere.
We used redundancy, saying the same thing in different ways and with different media types,
and multiple senses, to increase the chance that the content gets coded into more than one area
of your brain.
We used concepts and pictures in unexpected ways because your brain is tuned for novelty,
and we used pictures and ideas with at least some emotional content, because your brain
is tuned to pay attention to the biochemistry of emotions. That which causes you to feel
something is more likely to be remembered, even if that feeling is nothing more than a little
humor, surprise, or interest.
We used a personalized, conversational style, because your brain is tuned to pay more
attention when it believes you’re in a conversation than if it thinks you’re passively listening
to a presentation. Your brain does this even when you’re reading.
We included activities, because your brain is tuned to learn and remember more when
you do things than when you read about things. And we made the exercises challenging-yetdoable, because that’s what most people prefer.
We used multiple learning styles, because you might prefer step-by-step procedures, while
someone else wants to understand the big picture first, and someone else just wants to see
an example. But regardless of your own learning preference, everyone benefits from seeing the
same content represented in multiple ways.
We include content for both sides of your brain, because the more of your brain you
engage, the more likely you are to learn and remember, and the longer you can stay focused.
Since working one side of the brain often means giving the other side a chance to rest, you
can be more productive at learning for a longer period of time.
And we included stories and exercises that present more than one point of view,
because your brain is tuned to learn more deeply when it’s forced to make evaluations and
judgments.
We included challenges, with exercises, and by asking questions that don’t always have
a straight answer, because your brain is tuned to learn and remember when it has to work at
something. Think about it—you can’t get your body in shape just by watching people at the
gym. But we did our best to make sure that when you’re working hard, it’s on the right things.
That you’re not spending one extra dendrite processing a hard-to-understand example,
or parsing difficult, jargon-laden, or overly terse text.
We used people. In stories, examples, pictures, etc., because, well, you’re a person. And your
brain pays more attention to people than it does to things.
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Here’s what YOU can do to bend
your brain into submission

So, we did our part. The rest is up to you. These tips are a
starting point; listen to your brain and figure out what works
for you and what doesn’t. Try new things.

Cut this out and sti
on your refrigerator.ck it
1

Slow down. The more you understand, the
less you have to memorize.

Don’t just read. Stop and think. When the book asks
you a question, don’t just skip to the answer. Imagine
that someone really is asking the question. The
more deeply you force your brain to think, the better
chance you have of learning and remembering.
2

3

4

6

Listen to your brain.

8

Feel something.

Read “There Are No Dumb Questions.”

That means all of them. They’re not optional
sidebars, they’re part of the core content!
Don’t skip them.
Make this the last thing you read before bed.
Or at least the last challenging thing.

Part of the learning (especially the transfer to
long-term memory) happens after you put the book
down. Your brain needs time on its own, to do more
processing. If you put in something new during that
processing time, some of what you just learned will
be lost.
5 Talk about it. Out loud.
Speaking activates a different part of the brain. If
you’re trying to understand something, or increase
your chance of remembering it later, say it out loud.
Better still, try to explain it out loud to someone else.
You’ll learn more quickly, and you might uncover
ideas you hadn’t known were there when you were
reading about it.

Your brain works best in a nice bath of fluid.
Dehydration (which can happen before you ever
feel thirsty) decreases cognitive function.

7

Do the exercises. Write your own notes.

We put them in, but if we did them for you, that
would be like having someone else do your workouts
for you. And don’t just look at the exercises. Use a
pencil. There’s plenty of evidence that physical
activity while learning can increase the learning.

Drink water. Lots of it.

9

Pay attention to whether your brain is getting
overloaded. If you find yourself starting to skim
the surface or forget what you just read, it’s time
for a break. Once you go past a certain point, you
won’t learn faster by trying to shove more in, and
you might even hurt the process.

Your brain needs to know that this matters. Get
involved with the stories. Make up your own
captions for the photos. Groaning over a bad joke
is still better than feeling nothing at all.
Write a lot of code!

There’s only one way to learn Kotlin: write a
lot of code. And that’s what you’re going to do
throughout this book. Coding is a skill, and the
only way to get good at it is to practice. We’re
going to give you a lot of practice: every chapter
has exercises that pose a problem for you to solve.
Don’t just skip over them—a lot of the learning
happens when you solve the exercises. We included
a solution to each exercise—don’t be afraid to
peek at the solution if you get stuck! (It’s easy to
get snagged on something small.) But try to solve
the problem before you look at the solution. And
definitely get it working before you move on to the
next part of the book.
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Re ad me
This is a learning experience, not a reference book. We deliberately stripped out everything
that might get in the way of learning whatever it is we’re working on at that point in the
book. And the first time through, you need to begin at the beginning, because the book
makes assumptions about what you’ve already seen and learned.
We assume you’re new to Kotlin, but not to programming.
We assume that you’ve already done some programming. Maybe not a lot, but we’ll assume
you’ve already seen things like loops and variables in some other language. And unlike a lot
of other Kotlin books, we don’t assume that you already know Java.
We begin by teaching some basic Kotlin concepts, and then we
start putting Kotlin to work for you right away.
We cover the fundamentals of Kotlin code in Chapter 1. That way, by the time you make
it all the way to Chapter 2, you are creating programs that actually do something. The rest
of the book then builds on your Kotlin skills, turning you from Kotlin newbie to Kotlin ninja
master in very little time.
The redundancy is intentional and important.
One distinct difference in a Head First book is that we want you to really get it. And we
want you to finish the book remembering what you’ve learned. Most reference books don’t
have retention and recall as a goal, but this book is about learning, so you’ll see some of the
same concepts come up more than once.
The code examples are as lean as possible.
We know how frustrating it is to wade through 200 lines of code looking for the two lines
you need to understand. Most examples within this book are shown within the smallest
possible context, so that the part you’re trying to learn is clear and simple. So don’t expect
the code to be robust, or even complete. That’s your assignment for after you finish the
book, and it’s all part of the learning experience.
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The exercises and activities are NOT optional.
The exercises and activities are not add-ons; they’re part of the core content of the book.
Some of them are to help with memory, some are for understanding, and some will help
you apply what you’ve learned. So don’t skip the exercises! Your brain will thank you for
it.
The Brain Power exercises don’t have answers.
Not printed in the book, anyway. For some of them, there is no right answer, and for
others, part of the learning experience is for you to decide if and when your answers are
right. In some of the Brain Power exercises, you will find hints to point you in the right
direction.
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1 getting started

A Quick Dip
Come on, the water’s great! We’ll
jump right in, write some code,
and look at some basic Kotlin
syntax. You’ll be coding in no time.

Kotlin is making waves.
From its first release, Kotlin has impressed programmers with its friendly syntax,
conciseness, flexibility and power. In this book, we’ll teach you how to build your own
Kotlin applications, and we’ll start by getting you to build a basic application and run it.
Along the way, you’ll be introduced to some of Kotlin’s basic syntax, such as statements,
loops and conditional branching. Your journey has just begun...

this is a new chapter   1
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Welcome to Kotlinville
Kotlin has been taking the programming world by storm.
Despite being one of the youngest programming languages in
town, many developers now view it as their language of choice.
So what makes Kotlin so special?

A language that’s
designed for computers
AND humans? Awesome!

Kotlin has many modern language features that make it
attractive to developers. You’ll find out about these features
in more detail later in the book, but for now, here are some of
the highlights.

It’s crisp, concise and readable
Unlike some languages, Kotlin code is very concise, and you can
perform powerful tasks in just one line. It provides shortcuts for
common actions so that you don’t have to write lots of repetitive
boilerplate code, and it has a rich library of functions that you can
use. And as there’s less code to wade through, it’s quicker to read,
write and understand, leaving you more time to do other things.

You can use object-oriented AND functional programming
Can’t decide whether to learn object-oriented or functional
programming? Well, why not do both? Kotlin lets you
create object-oriented code that uses classes, inheritance and
polymorphism, just as you can in Java. But it also supports
functional programming, giving you the best of both worlds.

The compiler keeps you safe
Nobody likes unsafe, buggy code, and Kotlin’s compiler
puts a lot of effort into making sure your code is as clean as
possible, preventing many of the errors that can occur in other
programming languages. Kotlin is statically typed, for example,
so you can’t perform inappropriate actions on the wrong type of
variable and crash your code. And most of the time, you don’t
even need to explicitly specify the type yourself as the compiler
can infer it for you.
So Kotlin is a modern, powerful and flexible programming
language that offers many advantages. But that’s not the end
of the story.

Kotlin virtually
eliminates the kinds of
errors that regularly
occur in other
programming languages.
That means safer, more
reliable code, and less
time spent chasing bugs.
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You can use Kotlin nearly everywhere
Kotlin is so powerful and flexible that you can use it as a
general-purpose language in many different contexts. This
is because you can choose which platform to compile
your Kotlin code against.

Java Virtual Machines (JVMs)
Kotlin code can be compiled to JVM (Java Virtual Machine)
bytecode, so you can use Kotlin practically anywhere that you
can use Java. Kotlin is 100% interoperable with Java, so you
can use existing Java libraries with it. If you’re working on an
application that contains a lot of old Java code, you don’t have
to throw all the old code away; your new Kotlin code will work
alongside it. And if you want to use the Kotlin code you’ve
written from inside Java, you can do so with ease.

Being able to choose
which platform to compile
your code against means
that Kotlin code can run
on servers, in the cloud,
in browsers, on mobile
devices, and more.

Android
Alongside other languages such as Java, Kotlin has first-class
support for Android. Kotlin is fully supported in Android
Studio, and you can make the most of Kotlin’s many
advantages when you develop Android apps.

Client-side and server-side JavaScript
You can also transpile—or translate and compile—Kotlin code
into JavaScript, so that you can run it in a browser. You can use
it to work with both client-side and server-side technology, such
as WebGL or Node.js.

Native apps
If you want to write code that will run quickly on less powerful
devices, you can compile your Kotlin code directly to native
machine code. This allows you to write code that will run, for
example, on iOS or Linux.
In this book, we’re going to focus on creating Kotlin
applications for JVMs, as this is the most straightforward way
of getting to grips with the language. Afterwards, you’ll be
able to apply the knowledge you’ve gained to other platforms.
Let’s dive in.

Even though we’re building applications for
Java Virtual Machines, you don’t need to
know Java to get the most out of this
book. We’re assuming you have some general
programming experience, but that’s it.
you are here 4  3
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steps

What we’ll do in this chapter
In this chapter, we’re going to show you how to build a basic
Kotlin application. There are a number of steps we’re going to
go through to do this:
1

Create a new Kotlin project.
We’ll start by installing IntelliJ IDEA (Community Edition), a free IDE
that supports Kotlin application development. We’ll then use the IDE to
build a new Kotlin project:

This is the project we’ll
create with the IDE.

2

Add a function that displays some text.
We’ll add a new Kotlin file to the project, then write a simple main
function that will output the text “Pow!”

3

Update the function to make it do more.
Kotlin includes basic language structures such as statements, loops and
conditional branching. We’ll use these to change our function so that it
does more.

4

Try out code in the Kotlin interactive shell.
Finally, we’ll look at how to try out snippets of code in the Kotlin
interactive shell (or REPL).

We’ll install the IDE after you’ve tried the following exercise.
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We know we’ve not taught you any Kotlin code yet, but see if you
can guess what each line of code is doing. We’ve completed the
first one to get you started.

val name = "Misty"

Declare a variable named ‘name’ and give it a value of “Misty”.

val height = 9

println("Hello")

println("My cat is called $name")

println("My cat is $height inches tall")
val a = 6
val b = 7

val c = a + b + 10

val str = c.toString()
val numList = arrayOf(1, 2, 3)
var x = 0

while (x < 3) {

println("Item $x is ${numList[x]}")

}

x = x + 1

val myCat = Cat(name, height)
val y = height - 3

if (y < 5) myCat.miaow(4)
while (y < 8) {

myCat.play()

}

y = y + 1

you are here 4  5
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sharpen solution

We know we’ve not taught you any Kotlin code yet, but see if you
can guess what each line of code is doing. We’ve completed the
first one to get you started.

val name = "Misty"
val height = 9

println("Hello")

println("My cat is
println("My cat is
val a = 6
val b = 7
val c = a
val str =

Declare a variable named ‘name’ and give it a value of “Misty”.
Declare a variable named ‘height’ and give it a value of 9.
Prints “Hello” to the standard output.
Prints “My cat is called Misty”.
called $name")
Prints “My cat is 9 inches tall”.
$height inches tall")

Declare a variable named ‘a’ and give it a value of 6.
Declare a variable named ‘b’ and give it a value of 7.
+ b + 10
Declare a variable named ‘c’ and give it a value of 23.
c.toString()
Declare a variable named ‘str’ and give it a text value of “23”.

Create an array containing values of 1, 2 and 3.
Declare a variable named ‘x’ and give it a value of 0.
var x = 0
Keep looping as long as x is less than 3.
while (x < 3) {
println("Item $x is ${numList[x]}") Print the index and value of each item in the array.
x = x + 1 Add 1 to x.
This is the end of the loop.
}
val numList = arrayOf(1, 2, 3)

Declare a variable named ‘myCat’ and create a Cat object.
Declare a variable named ‘y’ and give it a value of 6.
height - 3
If y is less than 5, the Cat should miaow 4 times.
5) myCat.miaow(4)

val myCat = Cat(name, height)
val y =

if (y <

Keep looping as long as y is less than 8.
myCat.play()
Make the Cat play.
y = y + 1
Add 1 to y.
This is the end of the loop.

while (y < 8) {

}
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You are here.

Install IntelliJ IDEA (Community Edition)
The easiest way of writing and running Kotlin code is to use
IntelliJ IDEA (Community Edition). This is a free IDE from
JetBrains, the people who invented Kotlin, and it comes with
everything you need to develop Kotlin applications, including:
A code editor
The code editor offers code completion
to help you write Kotlin code, and
formatting and color highlighting to
make your code easier to read. It also
gives you hints for improving your code.
Build tools
You can compile and run your code
using quick and easy shortcuts.

getting started

Build application
Add function
Update function
Use REPL

Kotlin REPL
You have easy access to the Kotlin
REPL, which lets you try out code
snippets outside your main code.

tel

In

A

DE

I
liJ

There are many more features too, all
there to make your coding life easier.
To follow along with us in this book, you need to install IntelliJ
IDEA (Community Edition). You can download the IDE here:
https://www.jetbrains.com/idea/download/index.html

Version control
IntelliJ IDEA interfaces with major
version control systems such as Git,
SVN, CVS and more

d
Make sure you choose the option to downloa
the free Community Edition of IntelliJ IDEA.

Once you’ve installed the IDE, open it. You should see the IntelliJ
IDEA welcome screen. You’re ready to build your first Kotlin
application.

This is the
IntelliJ IDEA
welcome screen.
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Let’s build a basic application
Now that you’ve set up your development environment, you’re
ready to create your first Kotlin application. We’re going
to create a very simple application that will display the text
“Pow!” in the IDE.

Build application
Add function
Update function
Use REPL

Whenever you create a new application in IntelliJ IDEA, you
need to create a new project for it. Make sure you have the
IDE open, and follow along with us.

1. Create a new project
The IntelliJ IDEA welcome screen gives you a number of
options for what you want to do. We want to create a new
project, so click on the option for “Create New Project”.

Any projects you
create will appear
here. This is our
first project,
so this area is
currently empty.

Click on the option to
create a new project.
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Building a basic application (continued)

Build application
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Update function
Use REPL

2. Specify the type of project
Next, you need to tell IntelliJ IDEA what sort of project you want to
create.
IntelliJ IDEA allows you to create projects for various languages and
platforms, such as Java and Android. We’re going to create a Kotlin
project, so choose the option for “Kotlin”.
You also need to specify which platform you want your Kotlin project
to target. We’re going to create a Kotlin application with a JVM
There are other options too, but
target, so select the Kotlin/JVM option. Then click on the Next
we’re going to focus on creating
button.
applications that run against a JVM.

We’ll run our Kotlin application in a JVM,
so select the Kotlin/JVM option.

We’re creating a Kotlin
project, so choose the
Kotlin option.

Click on the Next
button to proceed
to the next step.
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Building a basic application (continued)

Build application
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Update function
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3. Configure the project
You now need to configure the project by saying what you want to
call it, where you want to store the files, and what files should be used
by the project. This includes which version of Java should be used by
the JVM, and the library for the Kotlin runtime.
Name the project “MyFirstApp”, and accept the rest of the defaults.
When you click on the Finish button, IntelliJ IDEA will create your
project.

Name the project “MyFirstApp”

Accept the default values.

Click on the Finish
button, and the IDE
will create your project.
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it.
We’ve completed this step, so we’ve checked
getting started

You’ve just created your first Kotlin project
After you’ve finished going through the steps to create a new
project, IntelliJ IDEA sets up the project for you, then displays
it. Here’s the project that the IDE created for us:

Build application
Add function
Update function
Use REPL

This is a folder
explorer. Use it to
navigate the files and
folders in your project.

The contents of any
Kotlin files you open
will be displayed here.

As you can see, the project features an explorer
which you can use to navigate the files and folders
that make up your project. IntelliJ IDEA creates this
folder structure for you when you create the project.
The folder structure is comprised of configuration
files that are used by the IDE, and some external
libraries that your application will use. It also includes
a src folder, which is used to hold your source code.
You’ll spend most of your time in Kotlinville working
with the src folder.
The src folder is currently empty as we haven’t added
any Kotlin files yet. We’ll do this next.

Any Kotlin source
files you create
need to be added
to the src folder.
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Add a new Kotlin file to the project
Before you can write any Kotlin code, you first need to create a
Kotlin file to put it in.

Build application
Add function
Update function
Use REPL

To add a new Kotlin file to your project, highlight the src folder
in IntelliJ IDEA’s explorer, then click on the File menu and
choose New → Kotlin File/Class. You will prompted for the
name and type of Kotlin file you want to create. Name the file
“App”, and choose File from the Kind option, like this:

Name the file “App”.
Choose a file kind of “File”.

When you click on the OK button, IntelliJ IDEA creates a new
Kotlin file named App.kt, and adds it to the src folder in your
project:

A new file called App.kt has
been added to our src folder.

Next, let’s look at the code we need to add to App.kt to get it to
do something.
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Anatomy of the main function
We’re going to get our Kotlin code to display “Pow!” in the IDE’s
output window. We’ll do this be adding a function to App.kt.
Whenever you write a Kotlin application, you must add a function to it
called main, which starts your application. When you run your code,
the JVM looks for this function, and executes it.
The main function looks like this:

“fun” means
it’s a function.

The “//” denotes a
comment. Replace the
comment with any
code you want the
function to execute.

The name of this function.

Opening brace of the function.

fun main (args: Array<String>) {
//Your code goes here
}

Closing brace of the function.

The function’s parameters, enclosed
in parentheses. The function is given
an array of Strings, and the array is
named “args”.

The function begins with the word fun, which is used to
tell the Kotlin compiler that it’s a function. You use the fun
keyword for each new Kotlin function you create.
The fun keyword is followed by the name of the function, in
this case main. Naming the function main means that it will
be automatically executed when you run the application.
The code in the braces () after the function name tells the
compiler what arguments (if any) the function takes. Here, the
code args: Array<String> specifies that the function
accepts an array of Strings, and this array is named args.
You put any code you want to run between the curly braces
{} of the main function. We want our code to print “Pow!” in
the IDE, and we can do that using code like this:

This says to
print to the
standard
output.

fun main(args: Array<String>) {
println ("Pow!")
}

The text you want to print.

println("Pow!") prints a string of characters, or String,
to the standard output. As we’re running our code in an IDE,
it will print “Pow!” in the IDE’s output pane.

Parameterless
main functions
If you’re using Kotlin 1.2, or
an earlier version, your main
function must take the following
form in order for it to start your
application:
fun main(args: Array<String>) {
}

//Your code goes here

From Kotlin1.3, however, you can omit
main’s parameters so that the function
looks like this:
fun main() {
}

//Your code goes here

Through most of this book, we’re going to
use the longer form of the main function
because this works for all versions of
Kotlin.

Now that you’ve seen what the function looks like, let’s add it
to our project.
you are here 4  13
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Add the main function to App.kt
To add the main function to your project, open the file App.kt
by double-clicking on it in IntelliJ IDEA’s explorer. This opens
the code editor, which you use to view and edit files:

This shows you which
file you’re editing—in
this case, App.kt.
This is IntelliJ IDEA’s code
editor pane. It’s currently
empty as our version of App.kt
doesn’t contain any code yet.

Then, update your version of App.kt so that it matches ours
below:
fun main(args: Array<String>) {
}

MyFirstApp

println("Pow!")

src

App.kt

Let’s try running our code to see what happens.

Q:

Do I have to add a main function to every Kotlin file I
create?

You can find App.kt in this folder.

A:

No. A Kotlin application might use dozens (or even hundreds)
of files, but you may only have one with a main function—the one
that starts the application running.
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Test drive
You run code in IntelliJ IDEA by going to the Run menu,
and selecting the Run command. When prompted, choose
the AppKt option. This builds the project, and runs the code.
After a short wait, you should see “Pow!” displayed in an
output window at the bottom of the IDE like this:

Here’s the output
text in the IDE.

What the Run command does
When you use the Run command, IntelliJ IDEA goes through
a couple of steps before it shows you the output of your code:
1

The IDE compiles your Kotlin source code into JVM bytecode.
Assuming your code has no errors, compiling the code creates one or more
class files that can run in a JVM. In our case, compiling App.kt creates a class
file called AppKt.class.
Kotlin compiler

App.kt

2

AppKt.class

It specifically compiles
our source code into
JVM bytecode because
when we created the
project, we selected
the JVM option. Had
we chosen to run it in
another environment,
the compiler would have
compiled it into code
for that environment
instead.

The IDE starts the JVM and runs AppKt.class.
The JVM translates the AppKt.class bytecode into something the underlying
platform understands, then runs it. This displays the String “Pow!” in the
IDE’s output window.

Pow!
AppKt.class

Now that we know our function works, let’s look at how we
can update it to make it do more.
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What can you say in the main function?
Once you’re inside the main function (or any other function, for that
matter), the fun begins. You can say all the normal things that you say in
most programming languages to make your application do something.
You can get your code to:

¥

Do something (statements)
var x = 3

val name = "Cormoran"

Syntax Up Close

x = x * 10

print("x is $x.")

//This is a comment

¥

Do something again and again (loops)
while (x > 20) {
x = x - 1

}

print(" x is now $x.")

x = x + 1

¥

print(" x is now $x.")

Do something under a condition (branching)
if (x == 20) {

println(" x must be 20.")

} else {
}

¥ A single-lined comment begins with
two forward slashes:

//This is a comment
¥ Most white space doesn’t matter:

for (i in 1..10) {

}

Here are some general syntax
hints and tips for while you’re finding
your feet in Kotlinville:

println(" x isn't 20.")

x

=

3

¥ Define a variable using var or val,
followed by the variable’s name. Use
var for variables whose value you
want to change, and val for ones
whose value will stay the same. You’ll
learn more about variables in Chapter
2:

var x = 100
val serialNo = "AS498HG"

if (name.equals("Cormoran")) {
}

println("$name Strike")

We’ll look at these in more detail over the next few pages.
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Loop and loop and loop...
Kotlin has three standard looping constructs: while, do-while and for.
For now we’ll just focus on while.
The syntax for while loops is relatively simple. So long as some condition is
true, you do everything inside the loop block. The loop block is bounded by a
pair of curly braces, and whatever you need to repeat needs to be inside that
block.

If you just have one line of
code in the loop block, you
can omit the curly braces.

The key to a well-behaved while loop is its conditional test. A conditional test
is an expression that results in a boolean value—something that is either true
or false. As an example, if you say something like “While isIceCreamInTub is
true, keep scooping” you have a clear boolean test. There is either ice cream
in the tub, or there isn’t. But if you say “While Fred, keep scooping”, you
don’t have a real test. You need to change it to something like “While Fred is
hungry, keep scooping” in order for it to make sense.

Simple boolean tests
You can do a simple boolean test by checking the value of a variable using a
comparison operator. These include:
< (less than)
> (greater than)
== (equality)

You use two equals signs to test for equality, not

one.

<= (less than or equal to)
>= (greater than or equal to)
Notice the difference between the assignment operator (a single
equals sign) and the equals operator (two equals signs).
Here’s some example code that uses boolean tests:
var x = 4 //Assign 4 to x
while (x > 3) {
//The loop code will run as x is greater than 4
println(x)
x = x - 1
}
var z = 27
while (z == 10) {
//The loop code will not run as z is 27
println(z)
z = z + 6
}
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A loopy example
Let’s update the code in App.kt with a new version of the main
function. We’ll update the main function so that it displays a
message before the loop starts, each time it loops, and when
the loop has ended.
Update your version of App.kt so that it matches ours below
(our changes are in bold):
fun main(args: Array<String>) {
println("Pow!")

Delete this line, as it’s no longer needed.

var x = 1

println("Before the loop. x = $x.")
while (x < 4) {

println("In the loop. x = $x.")

}

x = x + 1

This prints out the value of x.

println("After the loop. x = $x.")

}

MyFirstApp
src

App.kt

Let’s try running the code.

Test drive
Run the code by going to the Run menu, and selecting the
Run ‘AppKt’ command. The following text should appear
in the output window at the bottom of the IDE:
Before the loop. x = 1.
In the loop. x = 1.
In the loop. x = 2.
In the loop. x = 3.
After the loop. x = 4.

Now that you’ve learned how while loops and boolean
tests work, let’s look at if statements.

print vs. println
You’ve probably noticed us
switching between print and
println. What’s the difference?

println inserts a new line
(think of println as print new
line) while print keeps printing to the
same line. If you want each thing to print
out on its own line, use println. If you
want everything to stick together on the
same line, use print.
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Conditional branching
An if test is similar to the boolean test in a while loop except
instead of saying “while there’s still ice cream...” you say “if there’s
still ice cream...”
So that you can see how this works, here’s some code that prints a
String if one number is greater than another:

If you just have
one line of code
in the if block,
you can leave out
the curly braces.

fun main(args: Array<String>) {
val x = 3
val y = 1

if (x > y) {
}
}

println("x is greater than y")

This line is only executed
if x is greater than y.

println("This line runs no matter what")

The above code executes the line that prints “x is greater than
y” only if the condition (x is greater than y) is true. Regardless
of whether it’s true, though, the line that prints “This line runs
no matter what” will run. So depending on the values of x and y,
either one statement or two will print out.
We can also add an else to the condition, so that we can say
somthing like, “if there’s still ice cream, keep scooping, else
(otherwise) eat the ice cream then buy some more”.
Here’s an updated version of the above code that includes an else:
fun main(args: Array<String>) {
val x = 3
val y = 1

if (x > y) {

println("x is greater than y")

} else {
}
}

println("x is not greater than y")

This line is only executed if
the condition x > y is not met.

println("This line runs no matter what")

In most languages, that’s pretty much the end of the story as far as
using if is concerned; you use it to execute code if conditions have
been met. Kotlin, however, takes things a step further.
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Using if to return a value
In Kotlin, you can use if as an expression, so that it returns a
value. It’s like saying “if there’s ice cream in the tub, return one
value, else return a different value”. You can use this form of if
to write code that’s more concise.
Let’s see how this works by reworking the code you saw on the
previous page. Previously, we used the following code to print a
String:
if (x > y) {

println("x is greater than y")

} else {
}

When you use if as an
expression, you MUST
include an else clause.

println("x is not greater than y")

We can rewrite this using an if expression like so:
println(if (x > y) "x is greater than y" else "x is not greater than y")

The code:
if (x > y) "x is greater than y" else "x is not greater than y"

is the if expression. It first checks the if’s condition: x > y.
If this condition is true, the expression returns the String “x is
greater than y”. Otherwise (else) the condition is false, and the
expression returns the String “x is not greater than y” instead.
The code then prints the value of the if expression using
println:
println(if (x > y) "x is greater than y" else "x is not greater than y")
So if x is greater than y, “x is greater than y” gets printed. If it’s
not, “x is not greater than y” gets printed instead.
As you can see, using an if expression in this way has the same
effect as the code you saw on the previous page, but it’s more
concise.

If x is greater than y, the code
prints “x is greater than y”. If x is
not greater than y, the code prints
“x is not greater than y” instead.

We’ll show you the code for the entire function on the next page.
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Update the main function
Let’s update the code in App.kt with a new version of the
main function that uses an if expression. Replace the
code in your version of App.kt so that it matches ours below:
fun main(args: Array<String>) {
var x = 1

println("Before the loop. x = $x.")
while (x < 4) {

println("In the loop. x = $x.")

}

x = x + 1

Delete these lines.

println("After the loop. x = $x.")
val x = 3
val y = 1

println(if (x > y) "x is greater than y" else "x is not greater than y")
}

println("This line runs no matter what")

Let’s take the code for a test drive.

Test drive
Run the code by going to the Run menu, and selecting the
Run ‘AppKt’ command. The following text should appear
in the output window at the bottom of the IDE:
x is greater than y
This line runs no matter what

Now that you’ve learned how to use if for conditional
branching and expressions, have a go at the following
exercise.
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Somebody used fridge magnets to write a useful new main
function that prints the String “YabbaDabbaDo”. Unfortunately, a
freak kitchen whirlwind has dislodged the magnets. Can you piece
the code back together again?
You won’t need to use all of the magnets.

fun main(args: Array<String>) {
var x = 1

while (x <

) {
(if (x ==

) "Yab" else "Dab")

("ba")

}
}

println

print

x = x + 1

if (x ==

) println("Do")

3

4
print

3

2
2

4
1

1

println

Answers on page 29.
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Using the Kotlin interactive shell
We’re nearly at the end of the chapter, but before we go, there’s one
more thing we want to introduce you to: the Kotlin interactive shell,
or REPL. The REPL allows you to quickly try out snippets of code
outside your main code.

REPL stands for Read-Eval-Print
Loop, but nobody ever calls it that.

You open the REPL by going to the Tools menu in IntelliJ IDEA
and choosing Kotlin → Kotlin REPL. This opens a new pane at the
bottom of the screen like this:

Type any code you want to try out into the REPL here. Ours
is showing hint text telling us what keys to press to execute
the code in the REPL, but you just overwrite this text.

To use the REPL, simply type the code you want to try out into the
REPL window. As an example, try adding the following:
println("I like turtles!")

Once you’ve added the code, execute it by clicking on the large green
Run button on the left side of the REPL window After a pause, you
should see the output “I like turtles!” in the REPL window:

Click
on this
button to
execute
code in
the REPL.

Here’s our output.
Once you’ve executed the code you want to
try out, the REPL’s ready for you to add
a new snippet. We'll do that next.
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using the REPL

Build application
Add function
Update function
Use REPL

You can add multi-line code
snippets to the REPL
As well as adding single-line code snippets to the REPL, as
we did on the previous page, you can try out code segments
that take up multiple lines. As an example, try adding the
following lines to the REPL window:

We’ve completed all the
steps for this chapter.

val x = 6
val y = 8

println(if (x > y) x else y)

This prints the larger of two numbers, x and y.

When you execute the code, you should see the output 8 in
the REPL like this:

These look like
small versions
of the execute
button, but
they’re not.
They indicate
which blocks
of code you’ve
executed.

This is the output of our
second code segment.

It’s exercise time
Now that you’ve learned how to write Kotlin code and seen
some of its basic syntax, have a go at the following exercises.
Remember, if you’re unsure, you can try out any code
snippets in the REPL.
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getting started

BE the Compiler

Each of the Kotlin files on this page
represents a complete source file. Your
job is to play like you’re the compiler
and determine whether each
of these files will compile.
If they won’t compile, how
would you fix them?

A

Build application
Add function
Update function
Use REPL

fun main(args: Array<String>) {
var x = 1

while (x < 10) {
if (x > 3) {

}

B

}

}

println("big x")

fun main(args: Array<String>) {
val x = 10

while (x > 1) {
x = x - 1

}

C

}

if (x < 3) println("small x")

fun main(args: Array<String>) {
var x = 10

while (x > 1) {
x = x - 1

}

}

print(if (x < 3) "small x")
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be the compiler solution

BE the Compiler Solution
Each of the Kotlin files on this page
represents a complete source file. Your
job is to play like you’re the compiler
and determine whether each
of these files will compile.
If they won’t compile, how
would you fix them?

A

fun main(args: Array<String>) {
var x = 1

while (x < 10) {

x=x+1

if (x > 3) {

}

B

}

}

This will compile and run with no output, but
without a line added to the program, it will
run forever in an infinite “while” loop.

println("big x")

fun main(args: Array<String>) {
val

var x

= 10

while (x > 1) {
x = x - 1

}

C

}

if (x < 3) println("small x")

This won’t compile. x has been defined
using val, which means that its value
can’t change. The code therefore can’t
update the value of x inside the “while”
loop. To fix, change val to var.

fun main(args: Array<String>) {
var x = 10

while (x > 1) {
x = x - 1

}

}

print(if (x < 3) "small x"

else ˝big x")

This won't compile as it uses an if
expression with no else clause. To
fix, add the else clause.
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getting started
A short Kotlin program is listed below. One block of the program
is missing. Your challenge is to match the candidate block of code
(on the left), with the output that you’d see if the block were
inserted. Not all the lines of output will be used, and some lines of
output may be used more than once. Draw lines connecting the
candidate blocks of code with their matching output.

Mixed

Messages

fun main(args: Array<String>) {
var x = 0
var y = 0

while (x < 5) {

The candidate
code goes here.
print("$x$y ")

}

}

x = x + 1

Candidates:

y = x - y

Match each
candidate
with one of
the possible
outputs.

y = y + x
y = y + 3

Possible output:

00 11 23 36 410
00 11 22 33 44

if (y > 4) y = y - 1

00 11 21 32 42

x = x + 2

03 15 27 39 411

y = y + x

if (y < 5) {

x = x + 1

}

if (y < 3) x = x - 1

y = y + 3

22 57
02 14 25 36 47
03 26 39 412
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mixed messages solution
A short Kotlin program is listed below. One block of the program
is missing. Your challenge is to match the candidate block of code
(on the left), with the output that you’d see if the block were
inserted. Not all the lines of output will be used, and some lines of
output may be used more than once. Draw lines connecting the
candidate blocks of code with their matching output.

Mixed

Messages
Solution

fun main(args: Array<String>) {
var x = 0
var y = 0

while (x < 5) {

print("$x$y ")

}

}

x = x + 1

Candidates:

y = x - y
y = y + x
y = y + 3

Possible output:

00 11 23 36 410
00 11 22 33 44

if (y > 4) y = y - 1

00 11 21 32 42

x = x + 2

03 15 27 39 411

y = y + x

if (y < 5) {

x = x + 1

}

if (y < 3) x = x - 1

y = y + 3

22 57
02 14 25 36 47
03 26 39 412
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getting started

Code Magnets Solution

Somebody used fridge magnets to write a useful new main
function that prints the String “YabbaDabbaDo”. Unfortunately, a
freak kitchen whirlwind has dislodged the magnets. Can you piece
the code back together again?
You won’t need to use all of the magnets.
fun main(args: Array<String>) {
var x = 1

3

while (x <

}
}

println

) {

print

(if (x ==

print

("ba")

1

) "Yab" else "Dab")

x = x + 1

if (x ==

3

) println("Do")

2
4

4

You didn’t need to
use these magnets.

2

1

println
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kotlin toolbox

Your Kotlin Toolbox
CHAPTER 1

You’ve got Chapter 1 under
your belt and now you’ve
added Kotlin basic syntax to
your toolbox.

 Use fun to define a function.
 Every application needs a function named
main.
 Use // to denote a single-lined comment.
 A String is a string of characters. You
denote a String value by enclosing its
characters in double quotes.
 Code blocks are defined by a pair of curly
braces { }.
 The assignment operator is one equals
sign =.
 The equals operator uses two equals signs
==.
 Use var to define a variable whose value
may change.

You can download
the full code for
the chapter from
https://tinyurl.com/
HFKotlin.

 Use val to define a value whose value
will stay the same.
 A while loop runs everything within its
block so long as the conditional test is true.
 If the conditional test is false, the while
loop code block won't run, and execution
will move down to the code immediately
after the loop block.
 Put a conditional test inside parentheses
( ).
 Add conditional branches to your code
using if and else. The else clause is
optional.
 You can use if as an expression so that
it returns a value. In this case, the else
clause is mandatory.
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Head First Kotlin
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